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Three ways brands
overcome obstacles to
connect with customers

The state of smart speaker
voice search in 2018

How to Repurpose Your
Video Content Across
Many Platforms

Mobile is taking over the
customer journey

Some marketers ﬁnd it relatively easy to

We looked closely at voice search on

Is video a part of your marketing mix?

With over 40 percent of online

connect with their customers. They have

mobile. Once the dominant type of voice

Looking for tools to help you get more

transactions and growing, mobile is eating

a well-researched customer base,

search, it has ceded some ground in the

mileage out of each video you create?

the world day by day. When a customer

established workﬂows and enough data

past couple of years to smart speaker

You may have heard about the concept of

sets out to learn and make a decision, the

to gauge success to a reasonable level.

voice search, thanks to the huge and

“content shock,” which asserts that the

smartphone is the gateway to discovery.

These marketers, though, appear to be

growing consumer popularity of devices

amount of content being produced at any

Smartphones, popular apps and on-

in the minority. For most, connecting

like the Amazon Echo and the Google

given time far exceeds the audience’s ability

demand services push consumer

with customers is an everyday struggle

Home. But because of the omnipresence

to consume it. While it’s important to

behaviors in new, disruptive directions. As

and measuring success is nearly

and convenience of smartphones, mobile

produce high-quality content, the reality is

a result, customers are introduced to

impossible. So what 'customer

voice search is still the most widespread

that 95% of your content won’t be consumed

direct and even unorthodox ways to

connection' problems are the less

type of voice search in 2018, and has a

by a wide audience, no matter how hard

discover relevant information, insights and

fortunate marketers facing currently?

certain critical mass on its side.

you’ve worked on it.

desired outcomes.
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7 Advanced Facebook
Advertising Tips to Improve
Your Campaigns

Here’s the Secret to
Unlocking Influencer
Effectiveness

Get to know your virtual
audience via their digital
body language

How challenger brands are
redefining the beauty
industry

Do you want better results from your

Their names aren’t on billboards. They

As marketers, we’re in the business of

The beauty industry used to be ruled by

Facebook campaigns? Lookalike

don’t have an agent, an entourage or a

understanding behavior and what makes

large cosmetics companies like L’Oréal

audiences are one way to create highly

private jet. But they have more street

people buy things. But in the age of

and Estee Lauder. These days, while

targeted cold audiences on Facebook.

cred with their fans than many

technology, when we can communicate

they’re still generating success, major

While you can create multiple types of

Hollywood A-listers.

seamlessly with anyone, anywhere with an

brands are increasingly feeling the heat

lookalikes, one of the most effective is

Who are these important influencers?

internet connection, crucial elements still

from a number of new brands intent on

the event-based lookalike.

They’re moms, dads, eyeshadow

get lost in translation. It’s somewhat absurd

shaking up the industry.

With the Facebook pixel and conversion

aficionados and travel point divas. They

that with the rise of digital, we’ve actually

tracking, you can record the actions that

are microinfluencers who can reach

masked a lot of the behavioral signals that

With a consumer-focused and inclusive

matter most to your business such as

millions with a single social post to a few

help us piece together the person behind

mind-set, modern brands like Glossier

purchases or leads, and create website

hundred direct followers. The secret

the action. Sure, someone clicked, but do

and Fenty seem to be taking over the

custom audiences to group these people

ingredient for brands that want to

you know why? And how should you engage

likes of Elizabeth Arden and even Mac

into a new audience.

leverage this all-important tactic?

them next, since customer engagement

as consumer favourites.

drives purchase decisions?
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